During the fourth year (FY'84), major progress has been made on the white-light optical signal processing and holographic research program. In this period we have explored the possibility of using natural solar-light for image processing. The advantage of this technique is the processing system does not require to carry its own light source. It is very suitable for spaceborne and satellite application. We have also developed a technique of measuring the noise performance of a white-light processor. The results confirm well with the analytical predictions. We have applied a programmable Magneto-optic spatial light modulator for white-light signal processing. We have shown that the MOSLM responds to polarized light, which offers the advantage of color coding signal processing. The most important of this device must be the programmability, for which a real-time programmable optical processor can be in principle realized in practice. We have, in this period, also developed a technique of generating a Fourier transform hologram with a white-light source. This technique is very suitable for reconstructing color hologram images.
with white-light processing. We have also recently developed a technique of generating a spatial-frequency color coded speech spectrogram with a white-light optical system. This system not only offers a low-cost alternative but also eliminated the complicated programming procedure with digital counterpart. Moreover, the multicolor display is more sensitive for human-visual perception and discrimination. In this period, we have also developed a spatial encoding technique for color image retrieval so that the annoying moire fringes can be eliminated. In short, we have once again demonstrated the versatility of the white-light progress system; a wide variety of signal processings can be easily achieved with very cost effectiveness and high efficiency.
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I. Introduction

We have, in the past fourteen-month period, completed several major research programs in the supported area on white-light optical signal processing and holography. The performances of our tasks done were very consistent with proposed research programs supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant No. AFOSR-83-0140. Several results, in part, have been published in various open technical journals and have been presented in scientific conferences. Sample copies of these papers are included in this annual report in the subsequent sections, to provide a concise documentation of our research program. In the following sections, we shall give an overview of our research work done in the period from March 15, 1984 to May 14, 1985. We shall detail some of those accomplished works. A list of publications resulting from this support is included at the end of this report.

II. Summary and Overview

The advances of quantum electronics have brought into use the infrared and visible range of electromagnetic wave. The investigation of intensive coherent light sources has permitted us to build more efficient optical systems for communication and signal processing. However coherent optical systems are plagued with coherent artifact noise, which frequently limits their processing capability. However, this difficulty has prompted us to look at optical processing from a new standpoint, and to consider whether it is necessary for all optical processing operations to be carried out by pure coherent sources. We have found that many optical processings can be carried out either by partially coherent source or white-light source. The advantages of white-light processings are: (1) It can suppress the coherent artifact noise; (2) the white-light sources are usually inexpensive; (3)
the processing environment is generally very relaxed; (4) the white-light system is relatively easy and economical to operate; and (5) the white-light processor is particularly suitable for color image processing.

In the following sections, we shall highlight some of the research done during the period from March 15, 1984 to May 14, 1985.

2.1 Solar-Light Optical Signal Processing (Section III).

We have in this period performed an experiment of optical signal processing with natural solar light [1]. We have shown that a white-light processor can be easily implemented with natural solar light for optical signal processing. The basic advantage of the solar optical processing is that the processing system does not require to carry an artificial light source, which is very suitable for spaceborne optical processing application. In addition to the simplicity, versatility, polychromaticity, and noise immunity of the white-light processing system, the solar processor is very durable and the operation is very cost effective.

2.2 White-Light Processing with Magneto-Optic Device (Section IV)

We have also in this period performed an application of a magneto-optic spatial light modulator with white-light processing [2]. The spatial light modulator to white-light optical signal processing is presented. We have shown that the magneto-optic device responds to the polarized white light, in which a wide range of color object patterns can be generated. Since the magneto-optic device is a transmitted type spatial light modulator, it is very suitable for real-time programmable spatial filter synthesis and object pattern generation for optical signal processings.
2.3 Measurement of Noise Performance (Section V)

A measurement technique for the noise performance of a white-light optical signal processor is also performed in this period [3]. The technique utilizes a scanning photometer to trace out the output noise intensity fluctuation of the optical system. The effect of noise performance due to noise perturbation at the input and Fourier planes is measured. The experimental results, except for amplitude noise at the input plane, show the claims for better noise immunity, if the optical system is operating in the partially coherent regime. We have also measured the noise performance due to perturbation along the optical axis of the system. The experimental results show that the resulting output SNR improves considerably by increasing the bandwidth and source size of the illuminator. The optimum noise immunity occurs for phase noise at the input and output planes. For amplitude noise, the optimum SNR occurs at the Fourier plane. In brief, the experimental results confirm the analytical results that we recently evaluated.

2.4 White-Light Fourier Holography (Section VI)

In this period we have also developed a technique for generating broad spectral band Fourier holograms with an encoded white light source [4]. Since this technique utilizes primary white-light construction and reconstruction process, it is quite suitable for color Fourier hologram image reconstruction.

2.5 Optical Generation of Speech Spectrogram with White-Light Source (Section VII)

We have also developed a technique of generating speech spectrogram with a white-light optical processor [5]. Since the technique utilizes a
white-light source, the speech spectrograms thus generated are frequency color-coded resulting in easier visual discrimination. The temporal-to-spatial conversion of speech signal is accomplished by means of density modulation with a CRT scanner. The scaling procedure of the speech spectrogram as well as the frequency resolution limit of the system is discussed.

2.6 Progress on Archival Color Film Storage (Section VIII)

In the past fourteen-month period, we have completed an investigation of archival storage of color films with white-light optical processing technique [6]. We have developed a spatially encoding technique such that the moire fringe pattern inherently existing with the retrieved color image can be avoided. To improve the diffraction efficiency of the film, we have introduced a bleaching process so that the step of obtaining a positive encoded transparency can be eliminated. Instead of restricting the encoding processing in the linear region of the T-E curve, we would allow the encoding in the linear region of the D-E curve, so that a broader range of encoding exposure can be utilized. Experimental results indicate that excellent color fidelity, high signal to noise ratio, and good resolution of the reproduced color images can be obtained.

2.7 Contributed an Invited Chapter of a Book (Section IX)

We have also in the past few months published an invited chapter on "Recent Advances in White-Light Image Processing" in the Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics Vol. 63, edited by P. W. Hawkes (Academic Press Inc.) [7]. This chapter illustrated several important color image processing operations can be easily accomplished with white-light processor, for which some of the results can not be obtained with digital techniques at this time. We have acknowledged particularly to the support
of the AFOSR. Without their support, these results could not have been accomplished.

2.8 Remarks

We have also, in this period, investigated a microprocessor based real-time optical signal processing. Interesting results would be surfaced in the near future. In short, the white-light signal processing research program, supported by AFOSR, is conducted extremely well as proposed. As it can be seen, several significant results have been documented in open literature available for the interested technical and research staffs, for example, as listed in Section III to IX.

2.9 Future Research

Our aim in the following years is toward the following goals:

1. To synthesize a low cost microprocessor based white-light pseudocolor encoder.

2. To carry out the white-light programmable pseudocolor encoder for multispectral band satellite pictures, x-ray transparencies, scanning electron micrograph, etc.

3. To develop a real-time programmable processing capability with various spatial-light modulators.

4. To carry out various real-time signal processing applications.

5. To develop a real-time spatial/spectral signal processing capability.

6. Provide experimental demonstrations and applications of the principles and processing operation that we proposed.

7. To develop techniques of synthesizing a broad spectral band complex matched filter for the white-light processing system.
8. To develop a computer generated spatial filters program that is suitable for broad spectral band white-light processing, etc.
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SECTION III

Solar-Light Optical Processing
SOLAR OPTICAL PROCESSING
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We will show that a white-light processor can be easily implemented with natural solar light for optical signal processing. The basic advantage of the solar optical processing is that the processing system does not require to carry an artificial light source, which is very suitable for spaceborne optical processing application. In addition to the simplicity, versatility, polychromaticity, and noise immunity of the white-light processing system, the solar processor is very durable and the operation is very cost effective. Several elementary experimental demonstrations obtained with the solar light processing are given.

1. Introduction

Since the discovery of laser in the earlier 60's, the laser has become an indispensable light source for most of the optical signal processings [1—4]. Aside from the disadvantage of inherent artifact noise, the lasers are generally expensive and in some cases the maintenance of a coherent source could be a problem. Recently we have developed a grating based optical signal processing technique, which can be easily carried out with a broad band white-light source [5]. The major advantages of the white-light processing, as in contrast with the coherent counterpart, are the simplicity, versatility, polychromaticity, cost efficiency and artifact noise immunity.

We will, however, in this paper experimentally demonstrate that several elementary optical image processings can be carried out by solar or sun-light illumination. Since the solar light contains all the visible wavelength, the experimental results that we will show would be in colour images.

2. Color image retrieval

Let us briefly describe a color image retrieval utilizing the solar light. Let us assume that a spatially encoded transmittance of a color object transparency be [6]

\[ n(x, y) = \exp [iM (T_r(x, y)) [1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_x y)] ] + T_b(x, y) [1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_x y)] \]

\[ + T_g(x, y) [1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_x y)] ] , \]  

where \( M \) is an arbitrary constant, \( T_r, T_b, \) and \( T_g \) are the red, blue, and green image irradiances of the color object, \( p_r, p_b, \) and \( p_g \) are the respective carrier spatial frequencies, \( (x, y) \) is the spatial coordinate system of the encoded film, and

\[ \text{sgn}(\cos x) = \begin{cases} 1, & \cos x > 0, \\ -1, & \cos x < 0. \end{cases} \]

If we place the encoded film of eq. (1) at the input plane of a solar optical processor of fig. 1, then the first-order complex wave field at the Fourier plane, for every \( \lambda \), would be

\[ S(\alpha, \beta; \lambda) = \hat{T}_r(\alpha, \beta + \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_r, \beta) + \hat{T}_b(\alpha + \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_b, \beta) \]

\[ + \hat{T}_g(\alpha + \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_g, \beta) + \hat{T}_r(\alpha, \beta + \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_r, \beta) \]

\[ + \hat{T}_b(\alpha + \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_b, \beta) \]

\[ + \hat{T}_g(\alpha + \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_g, \beta) , \]  

(2)
where $\hat{T}_r$, $\hat{T}_b$, and $\hat{T}_g$ are the Fourier transforms of $T_r$, $T_b$, and $T_g$, respectively. * denotes the convolution operation, and the proportional constants have been neglected for simplicity. We note that the last cross product term of eq. (2) would introduce a moiré fringe pattern, which can be easily masked out at the Fourier plane. Thus by proper color filtering the smeared Fourier spectra as illustrated in fig. 1, a true color image can be retrieved at the output plane $p_2$. The corresponding output image irradiance would be

$$I(x, y) = T_1^2(x, y) + T_2^2(x, y) + T_3^2(x, y),$$

which is a superposition of three primary encoded color images. Thus we see that a moiré free color image can be retrieved from a natural solar light.

For experimental demonstration, we show a retrieved color image of fig. 2 obtained from the solar light optical processing. In view of the retrieved color image, we see that the reproduced color image is spectrally faithful with respect to the original color object and the image contains virtually no coherent artifact noise.

3. Pseudocolor encoding

Most of the optical images obtained in various scientific applications are gray-level density images. For example, scanning electron microscopic images, multispectral band aerial photographic images, X-ray transparencies, infra-red scanning images, etc. However, humans can perceive in color better than gray-level variations. Therefore a color coded image can provide a greater ability in visual discrimination.

Let a three-level (i.e., positive, negative and intermediate level) spatially encoding transparency be

$$I(x, y) = \exp[M(T_1(x, y)[1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_1 y)])$$

$$+ T_2(x, y)[1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_2 x)]$$

$$+ T_3(x, y)[1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_3 x)]],$$

where $M$ is an arbitrary constant, $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$ are the positive, the negative, and the negative and positive product image exposures, $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$ are the respective carrier spatial frequencies.

Again by the insertion of the encoded transparency of eq. (4) at the input plane $p_1$ of the solar light processor of fig. 1, and by various color filtering of the smeared Fourier spectra in the Fourier plane, a density color coded image can be obtained at the output plane, such as

$$I(x, y) = T_1^2(x, y) + T_2^2(x, y) + T_3^2(x, y),$$

where $T_1^2$, $T_2^2$, and $T_3^2$ are the red, blue, and green color intensity distributions of the three spatially encoded images. Thus we see that a density color coded image can be easily obtained with the solar light.

Fig. 3 shows a density pseudocolor encoded X-ray image of a woman's pelvis, obtained with the solar processor of fig. 1. In this color encoded image, the positive image is encoded in red, the negative image is encoded in blue, while the product image is encoded in green. By comparing the pseudocolor coded image with the original X-ray picture, it appears that the soft tissues can be better differentiated by the color coded image.
Fig. 2. A retrieved color image.

Fig. 3. A density pseudocolor encoded X-ray image.

Fig. 4. Samples of false-color Landsat images. (a) Band 4 is encoded in green while band 5 is encoded in red. (b) Band 4 is encoded in green, band 5 is encoded red, and band 7 is encoded blue.
4. As apply to multispectral Landsat images

False-color encoded Landsat images would allow us for the discrimination of various earth surface features. For example, forests agricultural lands, water, urban areas, and strip mines can be shown on the color coded images if each of the thematic image were displayed in a different color. With reference to the spatial encoding method as described previously, a N-spectral band encoded transparency may be described as

\[ t(x,y) = \exp \left[ \sum_{n=2k+1}^{N/2} T_n(x,y) [1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_n y)] \right] \\
+ \sum_{n=2k}^{N/2} T_n(x,y) [1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_n x)] \], \quad k = 1, 2, ..., \tag{5} \]

where \( T_n \) are the multispectral band image irradiances.

We note that the use of the orthogonal samplings (i.e., spatial encoding directions) is to avoid the moiré fringes of the output image. Needless to say that if the encoded film of eq. (5) is inserted at the input plane of the solar optical processor, then false-color encoding can be taken place in Fourier plane. The output false-color coded image irradiances can be shown as

\[ I(x,y) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} T_n^2(x,y; \lambda_n) \], \tag{6} \]

where \( T_n^2 \) represents the irradiance of \( n \)th spectral band image and \( \lambda_n \) denotes the corresponding coded color. Thus we see that a false-color coded multispectral image can be easily obtained with the solar light processing.

For simplicity, three bands of multispectral scanner Landsat data were processed for pseudocoloring. These bands were from the blue-green (band 4: 0.5–0.6 \( \mu m \)), red (band 5: 0.6–0.7 \( \mu m \)), and reflected infrared (band 7: 0.8–1.1 \( \mu m \)) spectral regimes. The scene is a 78 \( \times \) 107 km subsample of Landsat scene showing a section of Susquehanna River Valley in southeastern Pennsylvania. Fig. 4 shows the results of the false-color coded Landsat data obtained with the solar optical processor of fig. 1. In fig. 4(a) where band 4 is encoded green and band 5 is encoded red, the Susquehanna River and small bodies of water are delineated as deep red. The islands in the Susquehanna River are easily distinguished. Strip mines are dark red, urban areas (Harrisburg) are medium red, and agricultural lands are light red, orange, and yellow. Forested areas are green. In fig. 4(b), where band 4 is encoded green, band 5 is encoded red, and band 7 is encoded blue, the Susquehanna River appears as violet, and the other bodies of water as shades of blue. The surface mines and urban areas are dark red. The agricultural valleys are orange and the forested regions are green. Thus again we see that false-color coded images can be easily obtained with a solar optical processor.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a white-light optical processor can also utilize natural solar light for image processing. One of the obvious advantages of the solar light optical processing is that the system does not require to carry its own light source. Thus the proposed solar optical processor is very suitable for spaceborne or satellite optical processing applications. One can image that if an orbiting spaceborne satellite optical processor is required to carry its own light source, for example a powerful laser, then, aside the heavier payload, the question is that how long the light source will last? If one used the natural solar light, we can easily perceive that the optical system would continue to function for a great number of years, possibly beyond the present civilization. Although the development of the solar optical processing is still in the infancy stage however it is not difficult to predict that it would offer many useful applications, particularly to the space communication and signal processing needs.

We wish to acknowledge the support of the US Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant AFOSR-83-0140.
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SECTION IV

White-Light Processing with Magneto-Optic Device
Application of a magnetooptic spatial light modulator to white-light optical processing

Francis T. S. Yu, Xiaojing Lu, and Miaofu Cao

The application of a programmable magnetooptic spatial light modulator to white-light optical signal processing is presented. We have shown that the magnetooptic device responds to the polarized white light, in which a wide range of color object patterns can be generated. Since the magnetooptic device is a transmitted type spatial light modulator, it is very suitable for real-time programmable spatial filter synthesis and object pattern generation for optical signal processings. Experimental demonstrations of some of the elementary spatial filter syntheses and pseudocolor encodings are provided.

I. Introduction

The recent development of magnetooptic spatial light modulator (also called Light-Mod) has stimulated potential applications to the real-time optical signal processing.1,2 The Light-Mod consists of a layer of magnetic iron-garnet thin film deposited on a transparent nonmagnetic substrate. The magnetic thin film is, however, formed into a 2-D array of separated magnetically bistable mesas or pixels. As a plane polarized light transmits through the array of the mesas, the polarization of the mesas can be spatially modulated by magnetically switching through the Faraday effect. Since the Light-Mod is a transparent type device unlike the other spatial light modulators,3,4 the device is very suitable for the applications to real-time object pattern generation and spatial filter synthesis.

Because of the cross-array formation of the mesas, the device has a 2-D mesh structure for which an array of pixels or pixels can be switched on and off with an x-y matrix addressed of currents. Thus each pixel of the Light-Mod would take one of the only two possible states, which depends on the direction in which the pixel is magnetized. Thus we see that the Light-Mod is essentially a binary type spatial light modulator (SLM) in contrast with the other SLMs.

Since the Light-Mod can be electrically switched, an object pattern can be written on the device with a computer; thus the Light-Mod is also a programmable spatial light modulator, which is particularly attractive to the application to programmable optical processing.

In this paper we will, however, illustrate some applications of this magnetooptics device to a white-light optical signal processor. We will show that the device is capable of generating various elementary spatial filters and object patterns for optical processings. Since the device would be used in a white-light optical processor, we will first demonstrate the effect of the device under the polarized white-light illumination. We will show that the device responds to a wide range of polarized light, and it is suitable for generating color-coded spatial filters and color-coded object patterns.

II. Effect under White-Light Illumination

We shall first illustrate the effect of spectra distribution under white-light illumination. Since the device is essentially an n x m array of transparent pixels (or mesas), the Fourier spectra of the device would have a similar distribution to that of a 2-D cross grating. If we insert the Light-Mod in the input plane of a white-light processor, we would expect a set of smeared rainbow color Fourier spectra distributed at the spatial frequency plane. Since the current Light-Mod under test would not respond to wavelengths shorter than the green light, their Fourier spectra would, therefore, only smear from red to green. Nevertheless, this range of spectral lines would provide us with a wide variety of colors for the polychromatic processing.

To simplify our discussion on the effect under the white-light illumination, we provide three simple object patterns of the device, as illustrated in the left-hand column of Fig. 1. The center column is a set of equations to represent the Fourier transforms of these object patterns, where \(1/a\) is the spatial frequency of the inherent grating structure of the device, \(a\) is the pixel size,
Fig. 1. Elementary patterns of the device and the corresponding smeared Fourier spectra.

\[ \frac{\lambda^2}{f^2} \text{sinc}\left(\frac{\alpha \lambda}{f}\right) \text{sinc}\left(\frac{\beta \lambda}{f}\right) \sum_{n,m} \delta\left(\alpha - \frac{m \lambda}{f} + \beta - \frac{n \lambda}{f}\right) \]  

\[ \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\lambda^2}{f^2} \text{sinc}\left(\frac{\alpha \lambda}{f}\right) \text{sinc}\left(\frac{\beta \lambda}{f}\right) \sum_{n,m} \delta\left(\alpha - \frac{m \lambda}{f} + \beta - \frac{n \lambda}{f}\right) \right) \times \left( 1 + \exp\left(-\frac{2\pi}{\lambda f} (\alpha + \beta)\right) \right) \]

\( \lambda \) is the wavelength of illumination, and \( f \) is the focal length of the transform lens. The corresponding smeared Fourier spectra distributions are also shown in the right-hand column of the same figure.

Let us now discuss the effect of the device under the polarized white-light illumination. We assume that an object pattern, used either as a spatial filter or as an input object, is generated by the device with a programmable computer. If the device is illuminated by a polarized white-light, one would see the color of the object pattern changes as the direction of the polarization changes. Since the device responds to a broad spectral bandwidth of light from red to green, a wide variety of color object patterns can be generated in which the color characterization of the device is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure the outer region represents the magnetized pixels (i.e., object pattern), and the inner region represents the unmagnetized pixels (i.e., background). For example, if the polarizer is set at \( \sim 88^\circ \) angle relative to the vertical axis of the device, the object pattern would be in yellow color, which has the greatest transmittance, while the background would be in black, as can be seen in Fig. 2. If the polarizer is turned slightly counterclockwise, one would see that the object pattern remains in yellow color while the background changes to dark green color (or red color, if the polarizer is rotated slightly clockwise). If further advancing counterclockwise, the background would become light green while the object pattern still remains in yellow color.

We further note that, if the polarizer is set at \( \sim 104^\circ \), a contrast reverse of the color object pattern appears. If the polarizer is set between 180 and 95.5°, the entire
In our experiments, we show that a piece of 48-× 48-array light-mod and is used to generate elementary spatial filters with white-light processing. Now if we assume a high-pass filter as shown in Fig. 4(a) is being generated in the Fourier plane, an edge-enhanced image can be obtained at the output plane of the processor. Since the magnetooptic device responds to a broad band of light waves (i.e., from red to green), it is, therefore, a simple matter of utilizing the device to generate a color coded high-pass spatial filter. In example, if the polarizer is set at an angle between 95.5 and 104° of Fig. 2, a high-pass color-coded filter of Fig. 4(a) can be generated (i.e., low-pass region is in dark green, while high-pass region is in yellow). And it is apparent that a color-coded edge-enhanced image can be observed at the output plane.

For experimental demonstration, Fig. 4(b) shows a gray scale black-and-white input object. Figure 4(c) is a black-and-white picture of the corresponding color-coded edge-enhanced image obtained with the programmable spatial filter with white-light processing. In the original color image, the edges of the building are enhanced with high contrast.
Fig. 7. Pseudocolor encoding: (a) input object; (b) object pattern generated by the device; (c) a black-and-white color-coded image. In color the bird is yellow, the square region is in green, and the outer region is reddish.

mostly coded in yellow, while the rest of the picture is greenish color. Needless to say that, if the polarizer is set at a different angle, a different shade of color-coded edge-enhanced image can be obtained.

We shall now show a second experimental result obtained with a directional or wedge filter6 of Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) shows a two-shade radial spectral filter generated by the device. Figure 5(b) shows a black-and-white input object of two sinusoidal waves taken from an oscilloscope. Although these two sinusoidal waveforms are of the same frequency, however, the slopes of these two waveforms are very distinctive. Thus these two sinusoids of different amplitudes can be exclusively extracted with a wedge filter. Figures 5(c) and (d) show a set of the results obtained by the wedge filter of Fig. 5(a), with two sequential settings of the polarizer: Fig. 5(c) is obtained when the vertical region of the wedge filter is coded in black, while the horizontal region is coded in yellow. Figure 5(d) is obtained with a contrast reversed filter of Fig. 5(a).

We shall now demonstrate a theta modulation8 pseudocolor encoding technique with this device as shown in Fig. 6. First, a binary black-and-white input object of Fig. 7(a) is placed at the observation plane \( P \). Then a pattern of input object can be generated by the Light-Mod with a programmable computer as shown in Fig. 6. The object pattern of the device consists of three distinctive spatially modulated regions as shown in Fig. 7(b). The inner region (i.e., the bird) is modulated with a uniform cross-grating frequency in both directions, while the intermediate region is not modulated, and the outer region is modulated at a lower grating frequency in the horizontal direction. Thus the corresponding smeared object pattern spectra would be spatially separated along the horizontal axis in Fourier plane. In pseudocolor encoding, we allow the zero-order (i.e., the intermediate region) and two first-order (i.e., the bird and the outer region) Fourier spectra to pass through three preselected color filters, (e.g., red, green, and yellow), respectively, at the spatial frequency plane of Fig. 6. Then a pseudocolor-coded image can be obtained at the output plane as shown in a black-and-white picture of Fig. 7(c). Needless to say, different shades of pseudocolor encoded images can also be obtained with different sets of the color filters and different settings of the polarizer orientations. Thus a wide range of pseudocolor images can be obtained with the theta modulation technique.
V. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have incorporated a programmable magneto-optic spatial light modulator with a white-light optical signal processor. We have shown that the device responded to polarized white light, in which it offers the advantage of color-coded spatial filters synthesis and the generation of pseudocolor object images. The device can be used as an input programmable object and also as a programmable spatial filter for real-time optical signal processing. Even though the resolution of this device is rather limited, however, we have shown some the interesting applications with the white-light illumination. Nevertheless, one of the important assets of the device must be the programmability, which, in principle, would offer a wide range of real-time processing capabilities. If the resolution of the device is further improved, the device would have significant impact to the application of modern optical signal processing.

We acknowledge the Litton Data Systems for support of the Light-Mod investigation and the support of U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant AFOSR-83-0140.
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SECTION V

Measurement of Noise Performance
Measurement of noise performance for a white-light optical signal processor

Francis T. S. Yu, Le-Nian Zheng, and Fu-Kuo Hsu

A measurement technique for the noise performance of a white-light optical signal processor is presented. The technique utilizes a scanning photometer to trace out the output noise intensity fluctuation of the optical system. The effect of noise performance due to noise perturbation at the input and Fourier planes is measured. The experimental results, except for amplitude noise at the input plane, show the claims for better noise immunity, if the optical system is operating in the partially coherent regime. We have also measured the noise performance due to perturbation along the optical axis of the system. The experimental results show that the resulting output SNR improves considerably by increasing the bandwidth and source size of the illuminator. The optimum noise immunity occurs for phase noise at the input and output planes. For amplitude noise, the optimum SNR occurs at the Fourier plane. In brief, the experimental results confirm the analytical results that we recently evaluated.

I. Introduction

White-light optical processors are known to perform better in noisy conditions compared with coherent optical processors, because the artifact noise in the coherent optical system is unavoidable. The analysis of noise performance under coherent and partial coherent regimes has been quantitatively studied by Chavel and Lowenthal and Chavel. They show that noise fluctuations caused by the pupil plane can be drastically reduced under broadband illumination. They have also pointed out that the noise at the object plane due to defects other than the phase deviations cannot be suppressed under partially coherent illumination.

Recently, Leith and Roth studied the noise performance of an achromatic coherent optical processor. They demonstrated that such a system shows considerable noise immunity if a broad spectral band source is employed. More recently, we analyzed the performance of a white-light optical processor under noisy environment.

We have shown that except for the case when the amplitude noise is present at the input plane, the resulting output SNR improves considerably by increasing the number of filter channels (or equivalently the spectral bandwidth) and the size of the light source employed.

In this paper, we shall experimentally measure the noise performance of a white-light optical processor. We shall show that the measured results confirm the analytical predictions. Aside from the noise effects at the input and Fourier planes, we have also measured the noise performance due to thin noise effects along the longitudinal direction (i.e., Z axis) of a white-light optical system.

II. Noise Measurement

The white-light optical signal processor to be studied here is described in Fig. 1. The processor is similar to that of a coherent optical processor, except for the use of an extended white-light source, source encoding mask, sampling phase grating, and achromatic Fourier transform lenses. The output light intensity distribution due to the nth narrow spectral band spatial filter in the Fourier plane can be determined by the following integral equation:

$$I(x',y') = \sum_{n} \int_{x_n}^{x_{n+1}} \int_{y_n}^{y_{n+1}} \gamma(x_n, y_n) \int_{\alpha}^{\beta} S(x_0 + \alpha, y_0, \lambda_n + \beta) H_n(x_0, y_0, \lambda) \exp \left[ -\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sqrt{(x - x_0)^2 + (y - y_0)^2} \right] d\alpha d\beta d\lambda. \quad (1)$$

where $\gamma(x_n,y_n)$ represents the intensity distribution of the light source at $P_0$, $\lambda_n$ and $\lambda_{n+1}$ are the longest and shortest limiting wavelengths of the nth spectral band filter $H_n(x_0, y_0, \lambda)$. $S(x_0 + \alpha, y_0, \lambda)$ is the smeared...
Fourier spectra of the input object $s(x,y)$, $H_n(\alpha,\beta)$ is the $n$th spectral band spatial filter corresponding to the $n$th channel in the system, $f$ is the focal length of the achromatic Fourier transform lens, and $\nu_0$ is the spatial frequency of the sampling phase grating, which can be written as

$$T(x) = \exp(2\pi i \nu_0 x).$$

We shall first investigate the noise performance of the proposed white-light processor under the spatially coherent illumination, i.e., the effects due to source size. For convenience, we assume that the source irradiance is uniform over a square aperture at source plane $P_0$, which can be written as

$$\gamma(x_0,y_0) = \text{rect}(x/a) \text{rect}(y/a).$$

where

$$\text{rect}(x/a) = \begin{cases} 1, |x| \leq \frac{a}{2} \\ 0, |x| > \frac{a}{2} \end{cases}.$$

For simplicity, we assume that the input signal is a 1-D object independent of the $y$ axis. The Fourier spectrum would also be 1-D in the $\beta$ axis but smeared into rainbow colors along the $\alpha$ direction. Let the width of the $n$th narrow spectral band filter be $\Delta \alpha_n$. If the filter is placed in the smeared Fourier spectra, the spectral bandwidth of the filter can be written as

$$\Delta \alpha_n = \lambda \Delta \nu_0 = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\nu_0}.$$  

The total number of filter channels can be determined,

$$N = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\Delta \alpha_n} = \frac{\Delta \lambda \nu_0}{\Delta \nu_0},$$

where $\Delta \lambda$ is the spectral bandwidth of the white-light source. Thus, we see that the degree of temporal coherence at the Fourier plane increases as spatial frequency of the sampling grating $\nu_0$ increases.

For the noise measurement under temporally coherent illumination, we would use a variable slit representing a broad spectral filter in the Fourier plane. The output noise fluctuation can be traced out with a linearly scanned photometer, as illustrated in Fig. 1. It is therefore apparent that the output noise fluctuation due to spectral bandwidth of the slit filter and due to the source size can then be separately determined. We shall adopt the definition of output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), as proposed in a previous paper, for the measurement of the noise performance, i.e.,

$$\text{SNR}_n(\nu') = \frac{E[I_n(\nu')]}{\sigma_n(\nu')}.$$ 

where $I_n(\nu')$ is the output irradiance due to the $n$th channel, $E[\cdot]$ denotes the ensemble average, and $\sigma_n^2(\nu')$ is the variance of the output noise fluctuation, i.e.,

$$\sigma_n^2(\nu') = E[I_n^2(\nu')] - E[I_n(\nu')]^2.$$ 

Evidently the output intensity fluctuation $I_n(\nu')$ can be traced out by a linearly scanned photometer. The dc component of the output traces is obviously the output signal irradiance (i.e., $E[I_n]$), and the mean square fluctuation of the traces is the variance of the output noise (i.e., $\sigma_n^2$). Thus we see that the effect of the output SNR due to spectral bandwidth (i.e., temporal coherence) and source size (i.e., spatial coherence) can readily be obtained with the proposed measurement technique.

### III. Experimental Results

In our experiments, a 75-W xenon arc lamp is used as the white-light source. The spatial frequency of the sampling phase grating used is $\approx 50$ lines/mm, the focal length of the achromatic transform lenses is $\approx 380$ mm. Both the amplitude and the phase noise plates used in the experiments are generated by photographing a laser speckle pattern, and the phase plate is obtained with a surface-relieving technique through an R-10 bleaching process. Shower glass, for strong phase perturbation, is also utilized in the experiments. We shall first demonstrate the noise performance due to perturbation.
at the input plane. For the amplitude noise at the input plane, the experiments have shown that there is no apparent improvement in noise performance under partially coherent illumination. The result is quite conclusive with the previous prediction.\textsuperscript{3,4} However, for the phase noise at the input plane, the noise performance of the system is largely improved with a partially coherent illumination. We shall first utilize a weak phase model (obtained by laser speckle and a photographic bleaching process described earlier) as the input noise. Now we consider the situation of an input object transparency superimposing with the phase noise at the input plane. The effect of the noise performance of the optical system can then be obtained by varying the source size and the spectral bandwidth of the slit filter, as described in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows a set of output photographic images together with sections of corresponding photometer traces to illustrate the effect due to spectral bandwidth of the slit filter. From these pictures we see that the noise performance (i.e., SNR) improves as the spectral bandwidth (i.e., temporal coherence) of the slit filter increases.

Quantitative measurements of the noise performance due to phase noise at the input plane are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. From these two figures we see that the output SNR increases monotonically as the spectral bandwidth $\Delta \lambda_s$ of the slit filter increases and it linearly increases as the source size enlarges. Thus the noise performance for a partially coherent optical system improves as the degree of coherence (i.e., temporal and spatial coherence) relaxes. In other words, to improve the output SNR of the white-light (i.e., partially coherent) processor, one can either relax the spatial coherence (i.e., the source size) or the temporal coherence (i.e., the spectral bandwidth of the filter) or both in the optical processing system. We stress that the experimental results are quite compatible with the results obtained in our recent analysis.\textsuperscript{4,5}

Let us now demonstrate the effect of the noise performance due to strong phase noise. In the experiments, a conventional shower glass is used as the input phase noise. Figure 5 shows a set of results we obtained

![Fig. 2. Effect on output image (with a section of photometer traces) due to phase noise at the input plane for different spectral bandwidths. The source size used is 0.7 mm square (i.e., $a = 0.7$ mm): (a) $\Delta \lambda_s = 1500$ Å; (b) $\Delta \lambda_s = 1000$ Å; (c) $\Delta \lambda_s = 500$ Å.](image)

![Fig. 3. Output SNR for phase noise at the input plane as a function of spectral bandwidth of the slit filter for various values of source sizes.](image)

![Fig. 4. Output SNR for phase noise at the input plane as a function of source size for various values of spectral bandwidths.](image)
Fig. 5. Effect of output image due to strong phase perturbation at the input plane (a = 0.7 mm): (a) $\Delta \lambda_n = 3000 \, \text{Å}$; (b) $\Delta \lambda_n = 1500 \, \text{Å}$; (c) $\Delta \lambda_n = 500 \, \text{Å}$; (d) obtained with a He-Ne laser.

Performance, we have noted that the output image is also severely corrupted by coherent artifact noise.

We shall now demonstrate the noise performance of a white-light optical processing system due to noise at the Fourier plane. With reference to the same measurement technique as proposed in Fig. 1, the effects of amplitude noise at the Fourier plane are plotted in Fig. 6. In contrast with the amplitude noise at the input plane, we see that the output SNR increases monotonically as the spectral bandwidth of the slit filter increases. The output SNR also improves as the source size enlarges. Thus, for amplitude noise at the Fourier plane, the noise performance of a white-light optical processor improves as the degree of temporal and spatial coherence decreases.

Figure 7 shows the noise performance of a white-light processor for phase noise at the Fourier plane. From this figure, once again we see that the output SNR is a monotonic increasing function of spectral bandwidth $\Delta \lambda_n$. The SNR also increases as the source size increases. However, compared with the case of phase noise at the input plane of Fig. 2, the improvement of the noise performance is somewhat less effective compared with the phase noise at the input plane. Once again we see that the experimental results are comparable with the analytical results that we obtained in our previous papers.4,5

We shall now provide the result of noise performance due to thin phase noise along the optical axis (i.e., $Z$
coherent illumination. Nonetheless, the phase noise at the Fourier plane can, in principle, be totally eliminated under very broadband illumination, if each of the noise channels is uncorrelated. We have also noted that the output SNR is somewhat lower for higher spatial coherent illumination (i.e., smaller source size). In other words, the output SNR can also be improved with extended source illumination.

The noise performance, due to amplitude noise along the Z axis of the proposed optical processor, is plotted in Fig. 9. From this figure we see that the output SNR improves as the noise perturbation moved away from the input and output planes and where the optimum SNR occurs at the Fourier plane. Again, we see that the output SNR is somewhat higher for larger source sizes (i.e., lower degree of spatial coherence). However we stress that the noise performance cannot be improved with partially coherent illumination, if the amplitude noise is placed at the input or at the output plane.

IV. Summary and Conclusion

We have devised a technique for measuring the noise performance of a white-light (i.e., partially coherent) optical signal processor. We have utilized a scanning photometer method to obtain the output intensity traces of a partially coherent system operating in noisy conditions. The effects of output SNR due to the amplitude and phase noise at the input and Fourier planes were quantitatively studied. The experimental results show that there has been no improvement in noise performance due to amplitude noise at the input plane. However the output SNR improves drastically for the phase noise at the input plane with a partially coherent (i.e., temporal and spatial coherence) illumination. For very strong input phase disturbance, the experiments show that the output noise can essentially be eliminated, if it is under very broadband illumination.

As for the performance due to noise at the Fourier plane, the experimental results show that the output SNR improves for both the amplitude and phase noise under a partially coherent regime. However the overall improvement is somewhat lower than the effect due to phase noise at the input plane, under the same partially coherent (i.e., temporal and spatial coherence) illumination.

We have also measured the noise performance due to thin noise effects along the Z axis of the optical processing system. The experimental results show that optimum noise immunity occurs for phase noise at the input and output planes, and optimum output SNR occurs for amplitude noise at the Fourier plane. The results also indicate that a higher output SNR can in fact be obtained for more relaxed temporal and spatial coherence constraints.

In concluding this paper we stress that the experimental results are quite compatible with the analytical results that we recently evaluated.4,5

We acknowledge the support of the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant AFOSR-83-1040.
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SECTION VI

White-Light Fourier Holography
WHITE-LIGHT FOURIER HOLOGRAPHY

F.T.S. YU and J.K. HSU

Electrical Engineering Department, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA 16802, USA

Received 17 August 1984

This paper describes a technique for generating broad spectral band Fourier holograms with an encoded white light source. Since this technique utilizes primary white-light construction and reconstruction process, it is quite suitable for color Fourier hologram image reconstruction. Experimental results are also given.

1. Introduction

The construction of Fourier transform hologram for a two-dimensional object transparency with coherent optics was first introduced by Vander Lugt in 1964 in the application to complex signal detection [1]. Since then efforts have been made to develop techniques for making Fourier holograms with incoherent light.

Recently, Courjon and Bulabois [2–4] had demonstrated a technique of producing Fourier holograms with a spatially incoherent source. They utilized an interference filter and a holographic transparency to achieve a high degree of coherence illumination for the Fourier hologram construction and the hologram image reconstruction was obtained with narrow spectral band illumination. Although good experimental results have been reported, however the technique is limited to monochrome hologram image reconstruction. Ferriere et al. [5] have also demonstrated a technique of generating Fourier holograms with an incoherent source. They utilized dispersive prisms and a slit filter to achieve a high temporal coherence (i.e. narrow band illumination) for Fourier hologram generation. Although positive results have been reported in their article, however the image quality is rather poor. The major drawback of this technique must be due to low-light construction process, in which results with poor noise performance.

In this paper we shall describe a technique of producing a broad band Fourier hologram with a white-light source. The technique utilizes a high efficient dispersive grating and a source encoding mask for the Fourier hologram generation. Since the hologram construction utilizes all colors of visible light, this technique is suitable for color Fourier hologram image reconstruction.

2. Construction and reconstruction process

We shall now describe a technique of generating a broad spectral band Fourier hologram with a white-light processing technique [6], as schematized in fig. 1. A high diffraction efficient phase grating is used to disperse the spectral content of the light source into rainbow color at the back focal plane of the achromatic lens L0. To alleviate the constraint of recording medium due to limited dynamic range, we shall spatially sample the smeared optical light source with periodic pinholes such that a sequence of partially coherent sources for various spectral colors can be obtained at the source plane P0. The intensity distribution of these encoded sources, for various \( \lambda_n \), would be

\[
\gamma(x_0, y_0) = K \sum_{n=1}^{N} \mathrm{cir}_{n} \frac{|x_0 - y_0|}{\Delta \gamma_n}.
\]

where \( K \) is a proportionality constant.
A technique of generating a broad spectral band Fourier hologram with a white-light source. S. white-light source.

\[ \text{cir}_n \{ f/\Delta r_n \} = 1. \quad 0 \leq r \leq \Delta r_n . \]

\[ \Delta r_n = \text{the radius of the } n\text{th sampling pinholes, } f \text{ is the focal length of the achromatic lens, } \nu_0 \text{ is the spatial frequency of the phase grating, } \lambda_n \text{ is the main wavelength within the } n\text{th sampled source, and } (x_0, y_0) \text{ is the spatial coordinate system of the source plane } P_0. \]

To achieve the required spatial coherence at the input plane, it is apparent that the size of the sampling pinholes should be small compared with the overall input object, such as

\[ \Delta r_n < f\lambda_n/h. \quad (2) \]

where \( h \) denotes the separation between the reference point and the input object \( s(x, y) \) as shown in fig. 1.

To maintain a high temporal coherence for Fourier hologram construction, it is required that the wavelength spread \( \Delta \lambda_n \) over the \( n\text{th} \) sampling aperture should satisfy the following inequality

\[ \Delta \lambda_n /\lambda_n \leq \Delta \nu /\nu_0. \quad (3) \]

where \( \Delta \nu \) is the spatial frequency bandwidth of the input object \( s(x, y) \) and \( \nu_0 \) is the spatial frequency of the phase grating.

Thus we see that a sequence of encoded partially coherent sources are illuminating the input plane \( P_1 \).

Since the source encoding mask is covered over a wide spectral content of the smeared white-light source, it is apparent that \( N \) discrete Fourier holograms, for different wavelengths, can be synthesized. Let us now assume that the input plane contains an object transparency and a reference pinhole, as described in the following equation:

\[ f(x, y) = s(x + h/2, y) + \delta(x - h/2, y). \quad (4) \]

where \( s(x, y) \) denotes an input object function, \( \delta(x, y) \) denotes the Dirac delta function, and \( h \) is the main separation between the target and the reference pinholes.

It is therefore apparent that a broad band Fourier hologram can be interferometrically generated in the Fourier plane \( P_2 \). If we assume that the holographic construction is in the linear region of the recording emulsion, the amplitude transmittance distribution of the recorded Fourier hologram would be

\[ H(\alpha, \beta) \approx \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \{ K_1 |S(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)|^2 \]

\[ + K_2 |S(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)| \times \cos[(2\pi h/\lambda_n f) \alpha + \phi(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)] \}. \quad (5) \]

where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are arbitrarily proportional constants, \( S(\alpha, \beta, \lambda_n) \) is the Fourier spectrum of input object function \( s(x, y; \lambda_n) \), \( (\alpha, \beta) \) is the spatial coordinate system of the Fourier plane, \( \lambda_n \) is the main wavelength of the \( n\text{th} \) quasi monochromatic coherent source, \( f \) is the focal length of the achromatic transform lens \( L_2 \), and \( \nu_0 \) is the spatial frequency of the grating.

Thus we see that a sequence of encoded partially coherent sources are illuminating the input plane \( P_1 \). Since the source encoding mask is covered over a wide spectral content of the smeared white-light source, it is apparent that \( N \) discrete Fourier holograms, for different wavelengths, can be synthesized. Let us now assume that the input plane contains an object transparency and a reference pinhole, as described in the following equation:

\[ f(x, y) = s(x + h/2, y) + \delta(x - h/2, y). \quad (4) \]

where \( s(x, y) \) denotes an input object function, \( \delta(x, y) \) denotes the Dirac delta function, and \( h \) is the main separation between the target and the reference pinholes.

It is therefore apparent that a broad band Fourier hologram can be interferometrically generated in the Fourier plane \( P_2 \). If we assume that the holographic construction is in the linear region of the recording emulsion, the amplitude transmittance distribution of the recorded Fourier hologram would be

\[ H(\alpha, \beta) \approx \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \{ K_1 |S(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)|^2 \]

\[ + K_2 |S(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)| \times \cos[(2\pi h/\lambda_n f) \alpha + \phi(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)] \}

where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are arbitrarily proportional constants, \( S(\alpha, \beta, \lambda_n) \) is the Fourier spectrum of input object function \( s(x, y; \lambda_n) \), \( (\alpha, \beta) \) is the spatial coordinate system of the Fourier plane, \( \lambda_n \) is the main wavelength of the \( n\text{th} \) quasi monochromatic coherent source, \( f \) is the focal length of the achromatic transform lens \( L_2 \), and \( \nu_0 \) is the spatial frequency of the grating.

Thus we see that a sequence of encoded partially coherent sources are illuminating the input plane \( P_1 \). Since the source encoding mask is covered over a wide spectral content of the smeared white-light source, it is apparent that \( N \) discrete Fourier holograms, for different wavelengths, can be synthesized. Let us now assume that the input plane contains an object transparency and a reference pinhole, as described in the following equation:

\[ f(x, y) = s(x + h/2, y) + \delta(x - h/2, y). \quad (4) \]

where \( s(x, y) \) denotes an input object function, \( \delta(x, y) \) denotes the Dirac delta function, and \( h \) is the main separation between the target and the reference pinholes.

It is therefore apparent that a broad band Fourier hologram can be interferometrically generated in the Fourier plane \( P_2 \). If we assume that the holographic construction is in the linear region of the recording emulsion, the amplitude transmittance distribution of the recorded Fourier hologram would be

\[ H(\alpha, \beta) \approx \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \{ K_1 |S(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)|^2 \]

\[ + K_2 |S(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)| \times \cos[(2\pi h/\lambda_n f) \alpha + \phi(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)] \}

where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are arbitrarily proportional constants, \( S(\alpha, \beta, \lambda_n) \) is the Fourier spectrum of input object function \( s(x, y; \lambda_n) \), \( (\alpha, \beta) \) is the spatial coordinate system of the Fourier plane, \( \lambda_n \) is the main wavelength of the \( n\text{th} \) quasi monochromatic coherent source, \( f \) is the focal length of the achromatic transform lens \( L_2 \), and \( \nu_0 \) is the spatial frequency of the grating.

Thus we see that a sequence of encoded partially coherent sources are illuminating the input plane \( P_1 \). Since the source encoding mask is covered over a wide spectral content of the smeared white-light source, it is apparent that \( N \) discrete Fourier holograms, for different wavelengths, can be synthesized. Let us now assume that the input plane contains an object transparency and a reference pinhole, as described in the following equation:

\[ f(x, y) = s(x + h/2, y) + \delta(x - h/2, y). \quad (4) \]

where \( s(x, y) \) denotes an input object function, \( \delta(x, y) \) denotes the Dirac delta function, and \( h \) is the main separation between the target and the reference pinholes.

It is therefore apparent that a broad band Fourier hologram can be interferometrically generated in the Fourier plane \( P_2 \). If we assume that the holographic construction is in the linear region of the recording emulsion, the amplitude transmittance distribution of the recorded Fourier hologram would be

\[ H(\alpha, \beta) \approx \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \{ K_1 |S(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)|^2 \]

\[ + K_2 |S(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)| \times \cos[(2\pi h/\lambda_n f) \alpha + \phi(\alpha, \beta + f\nu_0 \lambda_n)] \}

where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are arbitrarily proportional constants, \( S(\alpha, \beta, \lambda_n) \) is the Fourier spectrum of input object function \( s(x, y; \lambda_n) \), \( (\alpha, \beta) \) is the spatial coordinate system of the Fourier plane, \( \lambda_n \) is the main wavelength of the \( n\text{th} \) quasi monochromatic coherent source, \( f \) is the focal length of the achromatic transform lens \( L_2 \), and \( \nu_0 \) is the spatial frequency of the grating.
It is interesting to note that if the broad band hologram \(H(\alpha, \beta)\) is illuminated by a beam of encoded white-light source (shown in fig. 2) such as

\[
I(\alpha, \beta; \lambda) = C \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \exp\left[-i(2\pi/\lambda f)(\alpha x + \beta y)\right] \delta(x - nA, y - nB).
\]

where \(C\) is a complex proportionality constant, then the complex light field at the output plane would be

\[
g(x, y; \lambda) = \int \int E(\alpha, \beta; \lambda) H(\alpha, \beta) \times \exp\left[-i(2\pi/\lambda f)(\alpha x + \beta y)\right] \, d\alpha \, d\beta.
\]

By substituting eqs. (5) and (6) into eq. (7), we have

\[
g(x, y; \lambda) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} C_1 \delta(x, y; \lambda) * s(x, y; \lambda_n) * s^*(-x, -y; \lambda_n)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{n=1}^{N} C_2 \delta(x, y; \lambda) * [s(x + h, y; \lambda_n) + s^*(-x + h, -y; \lambda_n)].
\]

where \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) are complex constants, \(*\) denotes the convolution operation and the superscript \(*\) represents the complex conjugation. The corresponding output irradiance can be shown as

\[
I(x, y) = \int \Delta \lambda_n |g(x, y; \lambda)|^2 \, d\lambda, \quad \text{for } n = 1, 2, ..., N.
\]

which is approximated by

\[
I(x, y) \approx \Delta \lambda_n \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left\{K_1 |s(x, y; \lambda_n) * s^*(x, y; \lambda_n)|^2 + K_2 |s(x + h, y; \lambda_n)|^2 + |s(x - h, y; \lambda_n)|^2\right\}.
\]

where \(K_1\) and \(K_2\) are proportionality constants, \(*\) denotes the correlation operation. From this equation we see that two hologram images of \(s(x, y)\) would be diffracted around \(x = \pm h\) at the output image plane of fig. 2.

3. Experimental result

We would now provide a couple of experimental results obtained with the proposed white-light Fourier holographic process. In our experiments, a 75-W xenon arc lamp with a 1 mm square pinhole is used as a white-light source. A sinusoidal phase grating of about 110 lines/mm, with 25% diffraction efficiency for the first-order diffraction, is used to disperse the spectral content of the light source. The achromatic transform lenses used are about 750 cm focal length. The source encoding mask composes a set of periodic circular pinholes of about 40 \(\mu\)m and their spacing is about 2.5 mm. The separation between the reference aperture and the input target object is about 8 mm. The size of the reference aperture is roughly about 300 \(\mu\)m.

We shall now show a couple of Fourier hologram images obtained with this white-light processing technique. Fig. 3(a) shows a gray scale object, with a reference pinhole, used as an input transparency. A broad-band Fourier hologram is generated as shown in the enlarged photograph of fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(c) shows a pair of twine holographic images obtained with this technique. As compared with the original object, the feature of the hologram image can readily be seen, although the image quality is still needed to improve.

One of the features of the white-light Fourier holography must be the color image reconstruction. Fig. 4(a) shows a set of binary color English characters, with a reference pinhole, used as input object to generate a broad-band color Fourier hologram. Fig. 4(b) shows a pair of color holographic images obtained with this technique. Although the image quality of this result is still somewhat poor, however as compared with the original transparency, the color reproduction is rather faithful. Nevertheless, this result may be the first white-light color Fourier hologram image that is ever reconstructed.

4. Conclusion

We have described a technique of generating a broad spectral band (i.e., white-light) Fourier hologram. The technique utilizes light dispersion and source sampling method to obtain a set of narrow-band partially coherent sources for the hologram construction process. Since the technique utilizes
Fig. 3. Fourier hologram image reconstruction. (a) Input object with a reference pinhole. (b) A broad band Fourier hologram. (c) Fourier hologram images.

Fig. 4. Color hologram image. (a) Input object with reference pinhole. (b) Color Fourier hologram images.
white-light illumination, it is quite suitable for color Fourier holographic imaging.
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SECTION VII

Optical Generation of Speech Spectrogram
White-light optical speech spectrogram generation

F. T. S. Yu, T. W. Lin, and K. B. Xu

A white-light optical processing technique of generating speech spectrogram is presented. The speech spectrograms thus generated are frequency color-coded resulting in easier visual discrimination. The temporal-to-spatial conversion of speech signal is accomplished by means of density modulation with a CRT scanner. The scaling procedure of the speech spectrogram as well as the frequency resolution limit of the system is discussed. Experimental demonstrations of the proposed frequency color-coded speech spectrograms generated by the proposed white-light optical processing technique are given.

I. Introduction

Since development of the first electronic sound spectrograph by Bell Telephone Laboratories nearly four decades ago,1 great strides have been made in the field of speech analysis. The electronically generated sound spectrograph has been widely used for various applications including such areas as linguistics, phonetics, speech synthesis, and speech recognition. However, an optical system utilizing the Fourier transform properties of the positive lens offers a viable alternative to the electronic counterpart. The multichannel optical processor suggested by Cutrona et al.2 was found to be able to utilize efficiently the 2-D nature of an optical system. Moreover, by sacrificing the multichannel capability of such a processor, Thomas3 pointed out the feasibility of generating a near real time spectrum analysis for large space-bandwidth signal. Later Yu4 reinforced Thomas’s concept in the synthesis of a coherent optical sound spectrograph. He pointed out that a near real time optical sound spectrograph can be designed and constructed at a competitively low cost.5

In this paper, we will describe a technique of generating multicolor speech spectrograms with a white-light optical processor. This technique utilizes a cathode ray tube (CRT) scanner density modulator to convert a temporal signal to a spatial signal that is suitable for white-light signal processing. To obtain a color-coded speech spectrogram, a dispersive element such as a grating (or prism) can be used at the input plane of the processor. In frequency color encoding, a narrow slit is placed over the smeared color signal spectra at the Fourier plane so that a frequency color encoded spectrogram can be recorded. In the following, we shall describe the basic performance of this white-light optical spectrum analyzer as applied to speech signals. The frequency resolution limit of the system as well as the frequency scaling of the spectrogram will be given. Experimental demonstrations of the color-coded speech spectrograms, obtained with the white-light processing technique, will be provided.

II. Temporal-Spatial Signal Conversion

It is well known that an optical processor is capable of performing 2-D spatial Fourier transformation. However, the processing of time signals by optical means necessitates the transformation of the signals to a 2-D spatial format. Generally speaking, there are two ways of performing this conversion, namely, the density and the area modulation techniques.6 Nevertheless, the density modulation method is the simplest and most commonly used technique in practice.7 We shall use a density modulation technique for temporal-to-spatial signal conversion and also show that the temporal-spatial formats obtained from this technique are very suitable for color-coded spectrogram generation with a white-light source.

The conversion can be obtained by displaying the time signal with a CRT scanner and then recorded on a moving photographic film. In other words, the time signal is first applied to the Z axis of a high-resolution CRT scanner to produce an intensity modulated electron beam so that the fluorescence light intensity varies linearly with the input signal voltage. Since the signal voltage is usually a bipolar function and the light intensity is a positive real quantity, an appropriate bias should be added with the time signal to produce a density modulated signal. To ensure a linear density
modulated signal, the input signal should be scaled down within the linear region of the CRT scanner. Furthermore, a ramp function is fed into the Y axis of the CRT scanner to produce the vertical sweep. To maintain the uniformity of sweep intensity, the scan rate should be set considerably higher than the maximum frequency content of the input signal. Thus the signal would be displayed on the CRT screen as a uniform intensity scan at each vertical sweep. Consequently, a spatially recorded format, whose amplitude transmittance is linearly proportional to the intensity of CRT display, can be produced by imaging the CRT display onto a moving photographic film. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the conversion process. The recorded format, as typified in Fig. 1(b), can then be inserted into the input plane of the optical processor for spectrogram generation.

In the time–spatial conversion recording, the speed of the recording film limits the highest-frequency content of the signal to be recorded. For example, if the highest frequency content of the signal is \( \nu \) cps, the speed of the film motion should be

\[
\nu \geq \frac{\nu}{R},
\]

where \( R \) is the spatial frequency limit of the film. Thus it is apparent that to resolve the highest frequency content of the recorded format, the speed of the recording film should be so adjusted higher than the ratio of \( \nu/R \). Unfortunately, the finite optical processing window would set the speed limit of the recording film. A higher speed of the recording film would result in a lower frequency resolution of the spectrogram generation, thus corresponding to a wideband spectrogram analysis. However, this drawback may be alleviated by utilizing a higher-resolution CRT scanner. Nevertheless, in practice, a higher-resolution CRT tends to be more expensive. Moreover, the frequency resolution of the optical processor is also limited by the source size as well as the point spread function of the imaging lens and, of course, the width of the optical window in the processor. Thus the speed of recording film should be restricted by the following inequality:

\[
\nu \leq W \nu_f,
\]

where \( W \) is the width of the optical window of the processor and \( \nu_f \) is the lowest frequency limit.

III. System Analysis

Let us now discuss a white-light optical sound spectrograph as depicted in Fig. 2, where \( L_1, L_2, \) and \( L_3 \) are achromatic Fourier transform lenses. If the recorded format of a time–spatial signal, as described in Sec. II, is loaded in a linear motion film transport at the input plane of the processor, a slanted set of rainbow smeared Fourier spectra in the Fourier plane can be observed. We note that the effect of the phase grating at the input plane is to disperse the signal spectra in a direction perpendicular to the recorded input format (i.e., direction of the film motion), so that a set of nonoverlapping slanted (or fan-shaped) rainbow color smear spectra can be displayed at the Fourier plane. It is now apparent that, if a slanted narrow slit is properly utilized at the Fourier plane, as illustrated in the figure, a frequency color-coded spectrogram can be recorded at the output plane, with a moving color film. The color-coded spectrographic signal can also be picked up by a color TV camera for displaying, storage, transmission, and further processing by electronic or digital system. We further note that, by simply varying the width of the input optical window, one would expect to obtain the so-called wideband and narrowband spectrograms. In other words, if a broader optical window is utilized for the spectrogram generation, a high spectral resolution, corresponding to a narrowband spectrogram, can be obtained.
However, by increasing the spectral resolution of the spectrogram, we would expect to lose the spatial (i.e.,
time) resolution. Conversely, if the optical window is narrower, which corresponds to a wideband analysis, a
loss of spectral resolution is expected. However, loss of the spectral resolution improves the time resolution
of the spectrogram. This time–bandwidth relationship is in fact, the consequence of the Heisenberg's uncer-
tainty relation in quantum mechanics.

For simplicity in analysis, we let the light source be a
square white-light source. The source irradiance may be
written as
\[ \gamma(x_0,y_0;\lambda) = S(\lambda) \text{rect} \left( \frac{x_0}{b} \right) \text{rect} \left( \frac{y_0}{b} \right), \]  
(3)
where \( S(\lambda) \) is the spectral distribution of the light source, \( b \) denotes the size of the square source, and
\[ \text{rect} \left( \frac{x}{b} \right) = \begin{cases} 1, & |x| \leq b, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]

With reference to Wolf's partial coherence theory the
mutual coherence function at the input plane \( P_1 \) of
the spectrum analyzer of Fig. 2 would be
\[ \Gamma(x_1,y_1;x_2,y_2;\lambda) = \iint \gamma(x_0,y_0;\lambda) \]
\[ \cdot \exp \left[ -i \frac{2\pi}{\lambda f} (x_0 x_1 - x_2) \right] \]
\[ + y_0(y_1 - y_2)] dx_0 dy_0. \]  
(4)
where the integration is over the source irradiance. By

\[
\text{sinc} \left( \frac{\pi x}{\lambda f} \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  
and \( K \) is an appropriate constant.

Now, if the time–spatial signal format is inserted at
the input plane \( P_1 \) of the processor, the mutual

cohere-

ence function behind the input plane would be
\[ \Gamma(x_1,y_1;x_2,y_2;\lambda) = K S(\lambda) \text{sinc} \left( \frac{\pi b}{\lambda f} (x_1 - x_2) \right) \]
\[ + \text{sinc} \left( \frac{\pi b}{\lambda f} (y_1 - y_2) \right), \]  
(5)
where
\[
\text{sinc} \left( \pi x \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  

and \( K \) is an appropriate constant. The function represents the phase

\[
\text{sinc} \left( \pi x \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  

transform of the 1-D phase grating, \( \eta_0 \) is the angular

\[
\text{sinc} \left( \pi x \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  

spatial frequency of the grating, \( t(x) \) is the amplitude

\[
\text{sinc} \left( \pi x \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  

transmittance function of the recorded format, and \( W \) is the

\[
\text{sinc} \left( \pi x \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  

width of the input optical window as shown in the

\[
\text{sinc} \left( \pi x \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  

figure. Thus it is apparent that the mutual coherence

\[
\text{sinc} \left( \pi x \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  

function arriving at the Fourier plane \( P_2 \) would be
\[ \Gamma(p_1,q_1;p_2,q_2;\lambda) = \iint \Gamma(x_1,y_1;x_2,y_2;\lambda) \]
\[ \cdot \exp \left[ -i \pi (p_1 x_1 + q_1 y_1 - p_2 x_2 - q_2 y_2) \right] \]
\[ \cdot dx_1 dy_1 dx_2 dy_2. \]  
(6)
where the proportional constant is ignored for conve-
nience, and \( (p,q) \) is the angular spatial frequency

\[
\text{sinc} \left( \pi x \right) = \frac{\sin(\pi x)}{\pi x}, 
\]  

coordinate system which can be written as \( p \equiv 2\pi \cos \theta/\lambda, \)
\[ q \equiv 2\pi \sin \theta/\lambda, \]  
and \( (u,v) \) is the spatial coordinate system of the Fourier plane \( P_2'. \)

By properly substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7) and
integrating over the \( y_1 \) and \( y_2 \) variables, we have
\[ \Gamma(p_1,q_1;p_2,q_2;\lambda) = S(\lambda) \text{rect} \left[ \frac{b (q_1 + q_2)}{2 \lambda f} \right] \delta(q_1 - q_2), \]
\[ - \iint \text{sinc} \left( \frac{\pi b}{\lambda f} (x_1 - x_2) \right) \]
\[ \cdot \text{rect} \left( \frac{x_1}{W} \right) \text{rect} \left( \frac{x_2}{W} \right) \]
\[ \cdot \exp \left[ -i \pi (p_1 x_1 - x_2 p_2) \right] dx_1 dx_2. \]  
(7)

By substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (8), we obtain
\[ \Gamma(p_1,q_1;p_2,q_2;\lambda) = S(\lambda) \text{rect} \left[ \frac{b (q_1 + q_2)}{2 \lambda f} \right] \delta(q_1 - q_2), \]
\[ - \iint \text{sinc} \left( \frac{\pi b}{\lambda f} (x_1 - x_2) \right) \]
\[ \cdot \text{rect} \left( \frac{x_1}{W} \right) \text{rect} \left( \frac{x_2}{W} \right) \]
\[ \cdot \exp \left[ -i \pi (p_1 x_1 - x_2 p_2) \right] dx_1 dx_2. \]  
(8)

Since the interest is centered at the output irradiance, 
by letting \( p_1 = p_2 = p \) and \( q_1 = q_2 = q \), the irradiance
at the Fourier plane would be
\[ I(p,q,\lambda) = S(\lambda) \text{rect} \left[ \frac{\lambda (q_1 - q_0)}{2 \lambda f} \right] I(p), \]  
(9)
where
\[ I(p) \equiv \iint \text{sinc} \left( \frac{\pi b}{\lambda f} (x_1 - x_2) \right) \]
\[ \cdot \text{rect} \left( \frac{x_1}{W} \right) \text{rect} \left( \frac{x_2}{W} \right) \]
\[ \cdot \exp \left[ -i \pi (x_1 p_1 - x_2 p_2) \right] dx_1 dx_2. \]  
(10)

To investigate the variation of the output irradiance
due to the width of the input optical window, Fig. 3
shows a plot of the normalized intensity variation of Eq.
(13) for two values of \( W \). From this figure we see that
a narrower spread of output irradiance corresponds to
a broader optical window \( W \) at the input plane. Thus
a narrowband spectrogram can be generated in this
manner. On the contrary, if a narrower optical window
is utilized, a broader spread of the output irradiance is
expected. Thus a wideband spectrogram may be generated with a narrow optical window.

To have a better understanding of Eq. (12), two extreme cases of the light source will be discussed in the following:

(a) If we assume that the broadband light source is vanishingly small (i.e., $b \to 0$), then

$$\lim_{b \to 0} \frac{\pi b(x_1 - x_2)}{\lambda} = 1,$$

and Eq. (12) takes the form

$$I(p, q; \lambda) = S(\lambda) \frac{\lambda q \lambda - q_0}{2\pi b} W^2 \frac{\sin^2(\pi W(p - q_0))}{\pi W(p - q_0)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

This result describes a completely spatially coherent illumination.

(b) On the other hand, if the light source becomes infinitely large (i.e., $b \to \infty$), then

$$\lim_{b \to \infty} \frac{\pi b(x_1 - x_2)}{\lambda} = K \delta(x_1 - x_2),$$

where $K$ is an appropriate constant, and Eq. (12) becomes

$$I(p, q; \lambda) = S(\lambda) \frac{\lambda q \lambda - q_0}{2\pi b} W^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

This result corresponds to a completely spatially incoherent illumination. Nevertheless, the proposed white-light spectrum analyzer, as can be seen, is operating in a partially coherent mode.

IV. Frequency Calibration and Resolution

We shall now discuss the frequency calibration of the proposed white-light optical speech spectrogram. The accuracy of the frequency measurement depends on the width of the input optical window as well as the width of the sampling slit at the Fourier plane. By adjusting these parameters, a properly calibrated speech spectrogram can be generated at the output plane.

Let us assume that the transform lenses are achromatic (i.e., $\partial f/\partial \lambda = 0$) and the angular spatial frequency of the input phase grating is $q_0$. Thus we see that the Fourier spectrum of the phase grating would be diffracted at

$$f = \frac{\lambda f}{2\pi} \frac{\sin(\delta f)}{\delta f},$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $f$ is the focal length of the achromatic transform lens. Since Eq. (16) is linearly proportional to the wavelength of the light source, a rainbow color of smeared spectra can be observed along the $\beta$ axis in the Fourier plane. For simplicity, we assume that input format is a single sinusoid of spatial frequency $p_0$, then the Fourier spectra points are located at

$$\alpha = \pm \frac{\lambda f}{2\pi} p_0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

For convenience, we use the positive value of Eq. (17) in our discussion. By taking the ratio of Eqs. (16) and (17), we have

$$\alpha = \frac{p_0 \beta}{q_0}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where we assume that $p_0 \ll q_0$, and $q_0$ is the spatial frequency of the phase grating. Thus we see that the frequency loci of the input signal can be properly traced out the Fourier plane. In view of Eqs. (16) and (17), and the fact that $q_0 \gg p_0$, we further see that the spectrum of the input signal would disperse into a rainbow color at a slanted angle in the Fourier plane. It is, therefore, apparent that, if a narrow masking slit is properly utilized in the Fourier plane, a frequency color-coded spectrogram can be obtained at the output plane.

Now let us suppose that the masking slit can be described as

$$\beta = \frac{\lambda_0}{2\pi} q_0 + \alpha \tan \gamma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $\lambda_0$ denotes the upper or lower limit of the source wavelength depending on the slit orientation, and $\tan \gamma$ is the slope of the slit. By substituting Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eq. (19), we have

$$p_0 = \frac{q_0(\lambda - \lambda_0)}{\lambda \tan \gamma},$$

which can be written as

$$\nu = \frac{p_0 \nu_0}{\lambda \nu_0} = \frac{q_0 \lambda - \lambda_0}{\lambda \nu_0} = \frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda \nu_0} \tan \gamma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

where $\nu$ is the time frequency of the input signal. Thus we see that the temporal frequency of the input signal and the spectral wavelength of the light source form a nonlinear function, as plotted in Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the experimental result to confirm this relationship. Nevertheless this nonlinearity of frequency-spectral wavelength relationship can be linearized by using an appropriate curve slit instead of a linear one in the Fourier plane.

We shall now discuss the frequency resolution of the proposed system. We note that the frequency resolution is primarily limited by the width of the input optical window, the source size, and the width of the sampling slit in the Fourier plane. To investigate these effects, we assume that the size of the white-light source

Fig. 3. Normalized output spectral distribution as a function of input frequency for two sizes of optical windows.
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is \( b \). Then the size of a point spread image would be

\[ b' = b/f', \]  

(21)

where \( f' \) and \( f \) are the focal lengths of collimating and achromatic Fourier transform lenses, respectively. Thus the width of the point spread image at the spatial frequency plane would be

\[ \Delta v_p = \frac{b'}{v} = \frac{bu}{f'}, \]

(22)

Since the width of input optical window affects the spectral resolution of the processor, the width of the spectral lines in hertz for a point source is

\[ \Delta v_2 = v/W, \]

(23)

where \( v \) is the speed of the film motion, and \( W \) is the width of the input optical window.

For simplicity, we shall treat these two factors (i.e., source size and width of optical window) independently. It is apparent that the spread of the smeared spectral line (i.e., frequency resolution) of the system can be approximated by the following equation:

\[ \Delta v = (\Delta v_1^2 + (\Delta v_2)^2)^{1/2} = \left[ \left( \frac{b^2}{\lambda f'} \right) + \left( \frac{1}{W} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}. \]  

(24)

As an example, if we let \( v = 195 \text{ mm/sec} \), \( b = 90 \text{ \mu m} \), \( \lambda = 0.55 \text{ \mu m} \), \( W = 35 \text{ mm} \), and \( f' = 762 \text{ mm} \), the frequency spread of the proposed optical spectrum analyzer is \( \Delta v = 42 \text{ Hz} \), which corresponds to a narrowband analysis (e.g., narrowband speech spectrogram). However, we see that the overall output resolution of the spectral spread is determined by the width and orientation of the sampling slit at the Fourier plane, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Thus the effective output frequency resolution can be shown as

\[ \Delta v_o = (b_1 + b_2) = \frac{W_o}{\sin(\gamma - \phi)} + \frac{W_s}{\tan(\gamma - \phi)}. \]  

(25)

where \( W_o \) and \( W_s \) are the width of the smeared frequency spectral line and the width of the sampling slit, \( \epsilon \) is an appropriate conversion factor, and \( \gamma \) and \( \phi \) are defined in the figure.

From this equation we see that the effective output frequency resolution is proportional to the diagonal region of the spectral line that intersects the sampling slit, as shown in the shaded area. Therefore, the overall output frequency resolution is somewhat lower than the width of the smeared spectral line, i.e.,

\[ \Delta v_o \geq \Delta v. \]  

(26)

This is the price of the color encoding. Nevertheless the price we paid is considered small compared with the advantages we gained from the white-light processing.

V. Experimental Demonstrations

In our experiments, a 75-W xenon arc lamp with a 90-\( \mu \text{m} \) pinhole was used as a white-light source. A phase grating of 80 lines/mm was used as a dispersive element at the input plane. A narrow slit of \( \sim 70 \text{ \mu m} \) is inserted in the Fourier plane for color encoding. The focal length of the achromatic transform lens was \( \sim 350 \text{ mm} \).

In the experimental demonstration, we show two sets of color-coded speech spectrograms obtained with this technique, as depicted in Figs. 6 and 7. The frequency contents of these spectrograms are encoded in rainbow color from red to blue for upper to lower frequencies. These spectrograms were produced by a sequence of English words, testing, one, two, three, four, spoken by a male and a female voice, respectively. Figure 6 shows a set of narrowband speech spectrograms representing a 45-Hz bandwidth resolution. Figure 7 illustrates a set of wideband speech spectrograms with a 300-Hz bandwidth analysis. From these sets of spectrograms, we see that the basic structure of the spectrographic contents is preserved. The characterization of the formant variation can readily be identified. Since Fig. 6(a) is produced by a low-pitched voice (i.e., male), the
VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a method of generating a continuous frequency color-coded speech spectrogram with a white-light processing technique. The proposed system not only offers a low-cost alternative but also eliminates the coherent artifact noise. Moreover, the multicolor display of the spectrogram is adapted to the natural sensitivity of human eyes and thereby provides improved visual discrimination. Nevertheless, we want to stress that due to the very limited resolution of the CRT scanner used in our experiments, the results that we obtained only extended to 1.6 kHz. This limitation is more pronounced for a wideband spectrographic analysis, which is primarily due to low-light performance of narrower optical window used at the object plane. However, to our experience, if a higher-resolution CRT scanner is utilized, the frequency range can easily push up to 4 kHz. This frequency range is commonly used for most telephonic systems.
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Progress on Archival Color Film Storage
PROGRESS REPORT ON ARCHIVAL STORAGE OF COLOR FILMS UTILIZING A WHITE-LIGHT PROCESSING TECHNIQUE

F. T. S. YU, X. X. CHEN and S. L. ZHUANG

SUMMARY: In this paper, we report a spatially encoding technique such that the moire fringe pattern inherently existing with the retrieved image can be avoided. To improve the diffraction efficiency of the film, we have introduced a bleaching process so that the step of obtaining a positive encoded transparency can be eliminated. Instead of restricting the encoding processing in the linear region of the T-E curve, we would allow the encoding in the linear region of the D-E curve, so that a broader range of encoding exposure can be utilized. Experimental results indicate that excellent color fidelity, high signal to noise ratio, and good resolution of the reproduced color images can be obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Archival storage of color films has long been an unresolved problem for the film industry. The major reason is that the organic dyes used in color films are usually unstable under prolonged storage, often causing gradual color fading. Although there are several available techniques for preserving the color images, all of them possess certain definite drawbacks. One of the most commonly used techniques involves repetitive application of primary color filters, so that the color images can be preserved; in three separate rolls of black-and-white film. To retrieve the color image, a system with three primary color projectors are used. These films should be projected in perfect unison so that the primary color images will be precisely recorded on a fresh roll of color film. However, this technique has two major drawbacks: first, the storage volume for each film is tripled. Second, the reproduction system is rather elaborate and expensive.

The use of monochrome transparencies to retrieve color images was first reported by Ives [1] in 1906. He introduced a slide viewer that produced color images by a diffraction phenomenon. Grating either of different spatial frequencies or of azimuthal orientations were used. More recently, Mueller [2] described a similar technique, employing a tricolor grid screen for image encoding. In decoding, lie used three quasi-monochromatic sources for color image retrieval. Since then, similar work on color image retrieval has been reported by Macovski [3], Grousson and Kinany [4], and Yu [5]. However, those techniques suffer a major drawback; namely, the moire fringes in the retrieval color image will not be avoided.

We will, in this paper, report a spatially encoding and decoding process such that the moire fringe pattern can be avoided by spatial filtering. To improve the diffraction efficiency, we have introduced a bleaching processing for the encoded film in which the step of generating a positive transparency can be eliminated. We have also experimentally demonstrated that the spatially encoding process should not be restricted to the linear region of the H-D curve.
Instead, it is recommended to encode in the linear region of the diffraction efficiency versus exposure curve (called D-E curve). Detailed experimental procedure of this archival storage technique is presented. Preliminary results of retrieval color images are provided. Comparisons with original color transparencies are also given.

### SPATIAL ENCODING AND DECODING

We shall now describe a spatial encoding technique utilizing a white-light source. A color transparency is used as an object to be encoded, by sequentially exposing with primary color of lights, onto a black-and-white film, as illustrated in figure 1. The encoding is taken place by spatial sampling: the primary color images of the color transparency, with a specific sampling frequency and a predescribed direction onto images of the color transparency, with a specific is taken place and-while film, as illustrated in exposing with primary color of lights, onto a black-

Transparencies are not noticeable by human perception. We shall now describe that the moire fringes instead of obtained a positive image transparency, through a contact printing process of Eq. (2) as proposed in a previous paper [5], we shall bleach the encoded negative-image film to obtain a phase object transparency [7, 8]. Let us assume that the bleached transparency is encoded in the linear region of the diffraction efficiency $D$ versus exposure $E$ (e.g., as shown in fig. 6). The amplitude transmittance of the bleached transparency can be written

$$t(x, y) = \exp\{\phi(x, y)\}.$$  

where $\phi(x, y)$ represents the phase delay distribution, which is proportional to the exposure of the encoded film [9], such as

$$\phi(x, y) = M \{ T_r(x, y) [1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_r y)] +$$

$$+ T_b(x, y) [1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_b x)] \} +$$

$$+ T_g(x, y) [1 + \text{sgn}(\cos p_g x)] \},$$

where $M$ is an appropriate proportionality constant. If we place this bleached encoded film at the input plane $P_1$ of a white-light optical processor, as illustrated in figure 3, then the complex light distribution due to $t(x, y)$, for every $\lambda$, at the spatial frequency plane $P_2$ can be determined by the following Fourier
By expanding \( t(x, y) \) into exponential series, Eq. (5) can be written

\[
S(\alpha, \beta ; \lambda) = \int \int \left\{ 1 + \text{exp}[i\phi(x, y)] + \frac{1}{2} \left[i\phi(x, y)\right]^2 + \cdots \right\} \exp\left[-i \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (\alpha x + \beta y)\right] dx \, dy.
\]

By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (6) and retaining the first-order and the first-order convolution terms we have:

\[
S'(\alpha, \beta ; \lambda) = \hat{T}_r(\alpha, \beta \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_r, \beta) + \hat{T}_s(\alpha \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_s, \beta)
\]

\[
+ \hat{T}_u(\alpha \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_u, \beta) + \hat{T}_v(\alpha, \beta \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_v, \beta) \cdot \hat{T}_n(\alpha \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_n, \beta)
\]

\[
+ \hat{T}_w(\alpha, \beta \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_w, \beta) \cdot \hat{T}_x(\alpha \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_x, \beta) + \hat{T}_y(\alpha, \beta \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_y, \beta) \cdot \hat{T}_z(\alpha \pm \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} p_z, \beta).
\]

where \( \hat{T}_r, \hat{T}_s \) and \( \hat{T}_n \) are the Fourier transforms of \( T_r, T_s \) and \( T_n \) respectively. * denotes the convolution operation, and the proportional constants have been neglected for simplicity. We note that, the last cross product term of Eq. (7) would introduce a moire fringe pattern, parallel to encoding gratings of blue and green, in the retrieved color image. Nevertheless, all of those cross product terms can be properly masked out at the Fourier plane. Thus by proper color filtering those first-order smeared Fourier spectra, as shown in figure 4, a moire free true color image can be retrieved at the output image plane \( P_3 \). The corresponding complex light field immediately behind the Fourier plane would be

\[
S(\alpha, \beta) = \hat{T}_r(\alpha, \beta - \frac{\lambda_r}{2\pi} p_r) + \hat{T}_s(\alpha - \frac{\lambda_s}{2\pi} p_s, \beta) + \hat{T}_n(\alpha + \frac{\lambda_n}{2\pi} p_n, \beta)
\]

where \( \lambda_r, \lambda_s, \) and \( \lambda_n \) are the respective red, blue, and green color wavelengths. At the output image plane, the complex light distribution is

\[
st(x, y) = T_r(x, y) \exp(i\gamma_r) + T_s(x, y) \exp(i\gamma_s) +
\]

\[
+ T_n(x, y) \exp(-i\gamma_n).
\]
The output image irradiance is therefore
\[ I(x, y) = I_1^2(x, y) + I_2^2(x, y) + 2I_1(x, y)I_2(x, y), \]
which is a superposition of three primary encoded color images. Thus we see that a moire free color image can indeed be obtained.

We shall now discuss the effect of moire fringe pattern in more detail. It is well known that a moire pattern is produced by the overlaying of two or more gratings [10, 11]. When two gratings of spacing \( a \) and \( b \) are superimposed with an obliquity angle of \( \theta \), the moire fringe spacing \( d \) can be written as:
\[ d = \frac{h a b}{\sqrt{a^2 + b^2 - 2 a b \cos \theta}}, \]
and this slope of the moire fringe is
\[ \tan \phi = \frac{h \sin \theta}{a - b \cos \theta}, \]
where \( h \) is the index of moire pattern \((h = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots)\) which represents the resultant moire fringes as an indexed family of curves (see ref. 11). If these two gratings are perpendicularly superimposed at an angle \( \theta = 90^\circ \), then they form a cross grating pattern, without moire fringes [11].

On the other hand, if two gratings are parallel-superimposed on the top of the other (i.e., \( \theta = 0^\circ \)), than a beating frequency parallel to those gratings would occur. The corresponding fringe spacing is
\[ d = \frac{h a b}{|a - b|}, \]
and the relevant (i.e., moire) spatial frequency is
\[ p_m = \frac{2 \pi}{d} = |p_a - p_b|, \]
where \( p_a = 2 \pi a \) and \( p_b = 2 \pi b \) are the spatial frequencies of the two gratings.

We shall now investigate the moire fringe effects due the spatial encoding of figure 2. Since grating no. 3 is perpendicularly superimposed with grating no. 1 and 2, it will not generate any undesirable moire fringes except a cross grid between gratings 3 and 1, and 3 and 2. Whereas gratings 1 and 2 are parallel-superimposed, it produces a moire fringe pattern of spatial frequency \( p_m = |p_a - p_b| \) in the same direction of gratings 1 and 2.

Since the last term of Eq. (7) represents the Fourier transform of this moire fringe pattern, the resolution of the retrieved encoded color image (blue or green) is limited by the size of the color spatial filters, as illustrated in figure 4. Therefore, the spatial frequency requirements of the gratings 1 and 2 can be determined by the following equation
\[ p_a = \frac{1}{2}(p_a + 2 p_b) = \frac{3}{2} p_b. \]

The resolution limit of retrieved color image is
\[ p = |p_a - p_b| = \frac{1}{2} p_b, \]
and the spatial frequency of the moire fringe pattern is
\[ p_m = |p_a - p_b| = \frac{1}{2} p_b. \]
Thus, by proper selection of desirable grating frequencies, which depends upon the resolution limit of the object transparency, the spatial frequency content of the moire pattern can be determined. With appropriate color filtering, the encoded Fourier spectra as illustrated in figure 4, a moire free color image can be obtained.

**EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION**

In our experiment, we utilized three Kodak primary color filters of No. 25, 47B and 58 for the encoding and decoding process. The characterizations of these filters, illuminated by standard \( A \) illuminant [12, 13], are specified by the C.I.E. diagram, as shown in figure 5. The corresponding trichromatic coefficients of these filters are tabulated in the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>( \lambda )</th>
<th>( x_r )</th>
<th>( y_r )</th>
<th>( z_r )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 25 - ( R^* )</td>
<td>( 6150 ) A</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 58 - ( G^* )</td>
<td>( 5500 ) A</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 47B - ( B^* )</td>
<td>( 4300 ) A</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W^* )</td>
<td>( 5300 ) A</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( R^* \), \( G^* \), \( B^* \) and \( W^* \) denote the red, green, blue and white colors, respectively, and \( x, y, z \) are the trichromatic coefficients obtained from the chromaticity coordinates of the C.I.E. chromaticity diagram [12, 13]. Grating frequency of 40 lines/mm is used for red and green color image encodings, and grating frequency of 26.7 lines/mm is used for blue color image encoding. A xenon arc lamp is used for the white-light processing, and the color decoding filters are the same type of color filters used for the encoding. The trichromatic coefficients are expected to be the same as those in Eq. (18), except for the white color, that is
\[ W^* : x_w = 0.310, \ y_w = 0.316, \ z_w = 0.374. \]}

We shall now illustrate that any choice of color can be reproduced by a simple transformation from C.I.E.
where the $c$ and $d$ are the trichromatic coefficients.
By substituting the trichromatic coefficients of Eq. (18) into Eq. (21), we have

$$
R = 1.688 X - 0.734 Y - 0.340 Z,
G = -0.915 X + 1.944 Y + 0.171 Z,
B = 0.014 X - 0.031 Y + 2.810 Z.
$$

The chromaticity coordinates can be determined in the following definitions:

$$
r = \frac{R}{R + G + B} = \frac{1.688 X - 0.734 Y - 0.340 Z}{0.787 X + 1.179 Y + 2.641 Z},
g = \frac{G}{R + G + B} = \frac{-0.915 X + 1.944 Y + 0.171 Z}{0.787 X + 1.179 Y + 2.641 Z},
b = \frac{B}{R + G + B} = \frac{0.014 X - 0.031 Y + 2.810 Z}{0.787 X + 1.179 Y + 2.641 Z},
$$

where $r$, $g$, and $b$ are the chromaticity coordinates. Thus, any choice of color can be one-to-one homologously reproduced with this color transformation.

Although the color retrieval is evaluated within the triangle defined by $R^*, G^*$, and $B^*$ of figure 5, any color point outside the triangle can be replaced by the nearest neighboring point on the boundary of the triangle, for example, $p$ can be replaced by $p'$. Since the hue is generally keeping it up, it will not introduce significant adverse effect by human perception. In practice, we need only to control the exposure ratio of the encodings such that white color object can be retrieved by a white-light processor. With reference to these available exposure ratios, a broad dynamic range of encodings onto a typical photographic plate can then be achieved, as shown in figure 6.
In our experiment, the encoding transparencies are made by Kodak technical pan film 2415 and Kodak Microfilm 5460. The advantage of using Kodak film 2415 is that it is a low contrast film with a relatively flat spectral response, as shown in figure 7. The disadvantage is that this film is coated with a thin layer of dyed-gel backing, for which it introduces additional noise through the bleaching process. Although the microfilm used is a clear base film, however, it is a high gamma film and the spectral response decreases somewhat in the red color region, as shown in figure 7. In order to compensate this low spectral response, one would encode the red wavelength with a higher exposure. Needless to say that, the resolution and contrast of the retrieval color image are also affected by this developing process of the film.

It should emphasize that, to avoid the shoulder region of the D-E curve, the film should be preexposed. Otherwise, it would introduce low exposure nonlinear effect which causes color unbalance in the retrieval image. The plots of diffraction efficiency versus exposure for Kodak 2415 and 5460 films with 40 lines/mm sampling frequency, are plotted in figure 8. From the figure, we see that the bleached encoded films offer a higher diffraction efficiency, the optimum value occurs at exposures 8.50 x 10^{-3} mcs and 1.95 x 10^{-3} mcs, respectively for Kodak films 2415 and 5460. With these optimum exposures, it is possible to optimize the encoding process in the following: first, by preexposing the film beyond the toe region. Second, by subdividing the remaining exposure, taken the account of the film spectral response, into three parts for the red, green, and blue color images.

For experimental demonstrations, we would like to provide two results obtained by Kodak 2415 and Kodak 5460 encoding films, as shown respectively in figures 9a and 9b. From these figures we see that the moire free color images can indeed be obtained. We also see that the retrieved color image, obtained by this Kodak Microfilm 5460, provides a higher image quality (i.e., higher resolution and lower noise level). The primary reason is that, commercially available, Kodak 2415 is coated with a thin layer of dyed-gel backing. Accordingly, this thin layer of dyed-gel backing causes additional noise level through bleaching process. For comparison, we also provide the original color transparency as shown in figure 10. By comparing the results of figure 9 with figure 10, we see that the retrieval color images are spectacularly faithful, with virtually no color cross-talk. Although the resolution and contrast are still far below the acceptable stage for applications, however these drawbacks may be overcome by utilizing a more suitable film, for which a research program is currently under investigation. We are confident that better results would be obtained from our future research in this program.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, we would like to point out that, a technique of spatial encoding for archival storage of color films utilizing a white-light processing is presented. The encoding is taken place with red color image on one independent coordinate, and blue and green color images on another independent coordinate, so that the moire free color image can be retrieved at the output plane. We have also introduced a bleaching process to convert a negative encoded image into a phase object encoded transparency, in which the step of generating a positive encoded transparency can be avoided. Experimental results show that spectacularly faithful color images can be obtained with the technique. Although, the resolution and contrast are still below the general acceptable stage for practical application, however by using a more suitable encoding film these drawbacks may be eliminated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Signal processing originated with a group of electrical engineers whose interest was mainly centered on electrical communication. Nonetheless, from the very beginning of the development of signal processing, the interest in its application to image processing has never been totally disregarded. In recent
demonstrated that the white-light image processor is very economical and easy to operate, in contrast with coherent counterparts. Therefore we would expect that the white-light image processor would offer a broader range of application to many scientific imageries.

In this chapter, we have also described some of the recent advances in white-light image processing. We have demonstrated that color image deblurring, color image subtraction, color image retrieval, and pseudocolor encoding can be easily carried out by the proposed white-light processing technique. We have also shown that these white-light image processing operations can be evaluated from the standpoint of conventional linear systems.

In spite of the flexibility of digital image processing, optical methods offer the advantage of capacity, color, simplicity, and cost. Instead of confronting each other, we can expect a gradual merging of the optical and digital techniques. The continued development of optical–digital interfaces and various electro-optics devices will lead to a fruitful result: hybrid optical–digital image processing techniques, utilizing the strengths of both processing operations. Furthermore, I believe that white-light image processing is at the threshold of widespread application. I hope that this chapter will serve a basic foundation, already established in part, to help guide interested readers toward various imaginative image processing applications. In view of the great number of contributors, I apologize for possible omissions of appropriate references.
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